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Abstract. Speech recognition representing a communication between computers and
human as a sub �eld of computational linguistics or natural language processing has a long
history. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Text To Speech (TTS), speech to text,
Continuous Speech Recognition (CSR), and interactive voice response systems are di�erent
approaches to solving problems in this area. The performance improvement is partially
attributed to the ability of the Deep Neural Network (DNN) to model complex correlations
in speech features. In this paper, unlike the use of conventional model for sequential
data like voice that employs Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with the emergence of
di�erent architectures in deep networks and good performance of Conventional Neural
Networks (CNNs) in image processing and feature extraction, the application of CNNs was
developed in other domains. It was shown that prosodic features for Persian language could
be extracted via CNNs for segmentation and labeling speech for short texts. By using 128
and 200 �lters for CNN and special architectures, 19.46 error in detection rate and better
time consumption than RNNs were obtained. In addition, CNN simpli�es the learning
procedure. Experimental results show that CNN networks can be a good feature extractor
for speech recognition in various languages.

© 2023 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

ASR systems have been developed and changed in
the past decade and a plenty of methods have been
applied to solve di�erent problems in the domain.
These developments started in the 1950s in AT and T
Bell. First systems focused on phonemes and isolated
words but after these early systems, a major trend
was recognition connected words and continuous speech
recognition. In the 80s, Human Markov Model (HMM)
and neural networks were employed and researchers
used pattern recognition and clustering methods [1]. In
spite of enormous e�ort on speech recognition, a robust
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continuous speech recognition and spoken language un-
derstanding represented an unresolved problem. One
popular topic in the last decade was the implementa-
tion of a conversational speech recognition system.

A simple TTS system consists of natural language
processing for extracting prosody data and phonemes.
In the following, digital signal processing is employed
to produce voice or acoustic data. Supervised and
unsupervised systems in machine learning techniques
and Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) are employed by ASR
systems to solve dilemmas. Nowadays, speech recog-
nition systems remain a di�culty and much e�ort has
been made for these types of systems.

Figure 1 shows a simple speech generator system
block diagram that is speci�cally used to generate voice
from noise and periodic pulse with a bank of �lters
generates di�erent frequencies based on human voice-
generating organs.

In recent years, several successful ASR sys-
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Figure 1. Speech generator system block diagram.

tems have been introduced (a review could be found
in [2]). Among these systems, pattern recognition,
AI techniques, and statistical methods are dominant
approaches in the most successful systems [2]. Like
other machine learning problems, the most important
block in this system is feature extraction. The most
common feature used for ASR is Mel-frequency cepstral
coe�cient [3{7]. As mentioned before, modeling is the
next block after extracting features. Modeling is usu-
ally performed by ANN or HMM methods. Linguistic,
statistical, and grammatical information is also used for
an ASR system. Language model is also built based on
language phonetic, structure, and grammar.

Automatic speech recognition relies on contextual
constraints (i.e., language modeling) to guide the
search algorithm. The task of detecting phonemes is
much more limited than decoding the word; thus, the
error rate (even if measured in terms of phonemic error
to decode the word) is signi�cantly higher. For this
reason, phonological decoding is very slow and, even,
decoding incorrect words can be useful for things like
pronunciation modeling and sound conversion. The
acoustic model identi�es the phonemes. The acoustic
model is created from machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning is divided into two categories: train-
ing and testing. At the training phase, the acoustic
model is computed and, then, used in the decoding
step to transfer the acoustic expression to the text.

Deep learning in recent years has good results
in di�erent areas. A TTS system integrates many
modules such as text analyzer, F0 generator, spectrum
generator, a pause estimator, and a speaker and creates
a waveform. However, deep learning can unite these
blocks into a single model [8]. Convolutional neural
networks show a good outcome in research. Due to
simple training step and network architecture, the
frequency of using CNN in other domains like speech
recognition has increased. Segmentation or labeling is
a challenging problem in ASR system to relate each
event in speech signal to a speci�c phoneme and after
that speci�c letter.

In the reminder of this paper, Section 2 reviews
the related works. An overview of Persian language
(Farsi) and implemented ASR systems is given in this
section. Section 3 provides a review of the proposed
method for Persian language segmentation. The next
section examines the experiments in detail and presents
the results. Section 5 presents the summary and
conclusions of the paper.

2. Related works

Some recent studies have achieved surprising results
on deep learning-based TTS systems. The purpose
of some of them is to reduce the dependency on
manual internal modules [9]. Most methods use RNN,
which is a technique for predicting time series [10].
Phoneme recognition has also been the target of several
studies [11{13]. Plenty of methods and techniques have
been introduced for di�erent languages but English
mostly. This research, focusing on the Persian lan-
guage and after a brief description of the structure of
the language, presented an approach for independent
phoneme recognition by the Persian speaker. Further,
the e�ciency of the proposed method was enhanced
by neural network in comparison to the reviewed cases
existing in the literature [14,15].

Persian is an Iranian language in the Indian and
Iranian branches of the Indo-European languages [1].
There is a special ability in this language to be free-
word-order, especially in appendices and supplements.
For example, adverbs can be placed at the beginning,
end, or middle of a sentence without changing the
meaning of the sentences. This exibility in word or-
dering makes it di�cult to extract Persian grammar [1].
Farsi has 6 vowels and 23 consonants (Figure 2). Three
vowels are long (/i/, /u/, /@/) and the other three are
short or themes (/e/, /o/, /a/). They are often called
short and long vowels. The point is to distinguish the
three long vowels from their short counterparts in terms
of position rather than length. Farsi is characterized as
a syllable-timed language. This means that the length
of time a sentence takes depends on the number of
syllables which, in turn, depends on the number of
stress syllables, unlike languages that have stress times
such as English and German. In addition, Persian
syllables are always one of the patterns (V, CV, CVCC,
CVC, VC, VCC). C and V represent consonants and
vowels, respectively [16].

3. Method

In general, a DNN refers to a feedforward neural
network with more than one hidden layer. Each hidden
layer has a number of units (or neurons), each of
which takes all outputs of the lower layer as input,
multiplies them by a weight vector, sums the result,
and passes it through a nonlinear activation function
such as sigmoid. The CNN can be regarded as a variant
of the standard neural network. Instead of using fully
connected hidden layers, the CNN introduces a special
network structure that consists of so-called alternating
convolution and pooling layers.

3.1. ASR, TTS systems based on CNN
In recent years, convolutional neural networks have
been widely used in di�erent systems. Hideyuki et al.
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Figure 2. Farsi consonant (left side: example words with English meanings) and Farsi vowels, international phonetic
alphabet.

introduced a Deep TTS (DCTTS), a useful and novel
neural TTS, which is con�dential [8], and Osama et
al. used CNN to detect speech [3]. By using a novel
acoustic model, a hybrid composed of a pre-trained,
deep neural network, and a context-dependent hidden
Markov model was proposed [10].

Speech recognition has been applied over windows
of acoustic frames that overlap in time to learn classes
such as phone, speaker, and gender [15]. Dimitri
introduced phoneme sequence recognition system by
convolutional neural network [15]. Yao investigated
various training aspects of DNN as a generation model
for TTS synthesis [16]. In di�erent speech domain ap-
plications, emotion recognition was also implemented
by deep neural networks [10]. Size of spectrogram
axis and �ne-grained localized features were discussed
in [17]. Finally, an end-to-end deep neural network for
automatic speech recognition was introduced by the au-
thors in [6]. The mentioned work was conducted based
on two main components, frame wise classi�cation and
phone decoding. This paper deals with the acoustic
model, recognizes phonemes in Persian language by
training a CNN as the �rst step, and tests it to use the
obtained acoustic model to label each part of speech
with a phone.

Much e�ort in Persian language has been made to
build a language model [18,19] and implement ASR or
TTS system [20{23]. Some projects like the one in [20]
were based on the interactive voice response model
that consisted of di�erent parts as commercial projects.
Although all the e�orts have achieved attentional
result, the application of CNN to speech recognition
like other languages is a new branch. This section
presents a brief description of the basic CNN layers
�rst and then, explains how audio signal can be fed
for phone recognition. Network architecture and how
it solves the segmentation problem are elaborated in
the next section. Di�erent network structures have
been analyzed and tested in some research studies [24{
26]. In this research, the experiments are used to
�nd the best network structure based on di�erent
architecture.

3.2. Convolution layers
A convolution layer contains a set of �lters whose pa-
rameters need to be learned. It di�ers from a standard,
fully connected hidden layer in two important aspects,
however. First, each convolutional unit receives input
only from a local area of the input to compute an
activation map. This means that each unit represents
some features of a local region of the input. Second,
the units of the convolution layer can themselves be
organized into a number of feature maps, where all
units in the same feature map share the same weights,
but receive input from di�erent locations of the lower
layer.

3.3. Pooling layers
A pooling operation is applied to the convolution
layers to generate its corresponding pooling layer. The
pooling layer is also organized into feature maps, and it
has the same number of feature maps as the number of
feature maps in its convolution layer, but each map is
smaller. The purpose of the pooling layer is to reduce
the resolution of feature maps. This means that the
units of this layer will serve as generalizations over the
features of the lower convolution layer, and because
these generalizations will again be spatially localized in
frequency, they will also be invariant to small variations
in location. This reduction is achieved via a pooling
function to several units in a local region of a size
determined by a parameter called pooling size. It
is usually a simple function such as maximization or
averaging. The pooling function is applied to each
convolution layer. Eq. (1) illustrates the convolution
function in a convolutional neural network:

Qj =
IX
i=1

(Qi �Wi;j); j = 1; :::; J; (1)

where Qi represents the ith input feature map and Wi;j
represents each local weight matrix, ipped to adhere
to the convolution operation de�nition. Both Oi and
Wi;j are vectors if one-dimensional feature maps are
used, and they are matrices if two-dimensional feature
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Figure 3. Conversion of speech signal into spectrogram.

Figure 4. Visualization of the CNN architecture.

maps are used (where 2-D convolution is applied to the
above equation), as presented in Figures 3 and 4.

3.4. How to feed speech to a CNN
To use CNN for pattern recognition, the input data
should be organized as a number of feature maps
to organize CNN (see Figure 5). Like visual image
processing applications, the input is organized as a two-
dimensional array (2-D) because the pixel values are
in the horizontal and vertical coordinate indices [3].

CNNs run a small window of the input image both
during training and testing phases so that the weight
of the network looking through this window can learn
di�erent characteristics of the input data. This section
examines how speech feature vectors are organized in
maps with properties suitable for CNN processing.
The input spectrometer, with static features, is delta
and delta-delta (i.e., �rst and second time deriva-
tives) [3,27].

Acoustic model should not be dependent on some
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vocal parameters like di�erent pitches resulting from
speaker's gender and age, by using CNN due to its
structure, only frequencies remain as �nal feature. In
this paper, the Mel frequency spectral coe�cients are
used to calculate the energy input to the system [28].
The delta is employed to illustrate the shape of the
acoustic energy distribution at each frequency band [3].

3.5. Network architecture
The proposed structured phoneme recognition model
like many architectures seen in recent years contains
several convolutional layers presented as C, max-
pooling layers presented by M , and �nally fully con-
nected layers shown by F . Figure 5 depicts the
architectures. The detailed model con�guration is:

Input(40� 25� 3)� C(38� 23� 128)�M(13� 23

� 128)� C(11� 19� 256)�M(3� 19

� 256)� C(3� 15� 384)� C(3� 11� 384)

� F (1024)� F (256)� F (32):

The sizes of C and M layers are de�ned as width
� height � depth, where width � height determines
the dimensionality of each feature map and depth
represents the number of feature maps. Since the input
signal size is relatively small, the �lter size is chosen as
3 � 5 for the �rst convolutional layer and 3 � 1 for
the other. The max-pooling layer uses a window of
size 3 � 1 with a stride of 1, which has been widely
adopted in current object detection algorithms, and it
gives an encouraging performance. The input image
size depends on cell scales, and a 40 � 25 patch is
large enough to cover a phone. Typing speed is usually
measured by the number of words typed per minute;
however, the unit of measurement is usually syllables
per second or phonemes per second. According to
studies, most speakers can produce speech at a rate
of �ve or six syllables per second or ten to twelve
phonemes per second. Given the small size of the input
signal patch, it is su�cient to assemble two pairs of C-
M layers to calculate the feature. Meanwhile, several
F layers are designed to extract di�erent structures
and syllables with di�erent sequences of telephone,
which can bene�t the end result. Sigmoid is used for

Figure 5. Working structure (CNN slides all over the
input signal and detects phoneme in each window).

the activation function and also, a ReLu function is
employed for all C layers.

3.6. Training
The CNN audio model is trained using cross entropy.
The CNN model has a six-ring layer and three fully
connected layers. The torsional layer consists of 128
convolutional �lters with 40 bands. By using a few
initial iterations at a constant learning rate of 0.08, the
networks are trained to discriminate, thereby reducing
the rate of learning based on reduced validation error.
Training stops and there is no signi�cant reduction
in validation error or increased cross-validation error.
Backpropagation was performed using a random batch
descent with a mini-batch of 128 training samples. In
the training process, the mini-batch random slope for
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) landing algorithm
is the main problem used to train DNNs. SGD is
inherently a trail, and the machines are di�cult to
pull along. So far, SGD with the Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) has been the best training strategy for
CNNs because the GPU exploits parallelism in the
layered DNN structure. Twenty-nine target class
labels (28 Persian letters and 1 pause) were used after
decoding; di�erent syllables and structures by fully
connected layers and 256 classes were mapped to a
set of 29 classes of Persian phonemes. For neural-
network training, (a) learning rate annealing, in which
the learning rate steadily decreases over successive
iterations, and (b) early stopping strategies, in which
a held-out development set is used to determine when
over�tting starts, were utilized.

4. Results

In this section, the experimental results are presented
and the input materials are considered as follows:

1. Dataset: A local dataset was used for training
and testing. The proposed CNN consisted of 1000
Persian sentences that were segmented at phoneme
and syllable and word levels [29]. Sentences uttered
by a native Persian male speaker involved a set of
every day conversational speech. It was sampled at
10 kHZ with a 16-bit resolution and average speed
of 4 syllable/sec. The dataset consisted of pitch
contour, energy contour, and duration, length of
syllable, etc. which can be found in detail in [30];

2. Test System: implementation and test were done
in a system with the following con�guration. Obvi-
ously, the values can be changed in other systems
with di�erent performance. Hardware speci�cation
and implementation platform are as follows:

(a) Hardware: The models were trained on
a gaming PC equipped with two GPUs. The
main memory of the machine was 32GB, which is
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much larger than the audio dataset. Both GPUs
featured NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti with a
memory capacity of 6 GB;
(b) DNN platform: The proposed neural net-
works using Keras with Tensorow backend were
implemented in Python environment. TensorFlow
is a very powerful and open-source library for
implementing and deploying large-scale machine
learning models and Keras is a high-level API
library for implementation of machine learning
algorithms.

4.1. Recognition performance
This section examines the recognition performance of
the proposed method for the mentioned dataset. 50
sentences in the dataset were used (780 syllable) as
test data to evaluate the performance of the network.
As described in [28] and based on the dataset used, the
performance in six groups (Table 1) of consonants clas-
si�ed by their vocal features was evaluated. Another
parts correspond to letters that have a sound (vowel)
and di�er in sound characteristics from all groups that
do not have a sound (consonant). All evaluations
performed by PER (Phone Error Rate) that is equal
to true detected phone per all entered phone into the
network. In the next evaluation, the feature maps
change to 200 for the �rst two convolutional layers.
Increasing the number of feature maps helps �nd com-
plicated features and introduce an abstraction level in
feature engineering. The results are shown in Table 1.
The best PER is 20.33% for consonants, while the worst
one is 23.5% for explosive phonemes. Explosive sounds
have a shorter duration in all languages and are harder
to be distinguished. The �nal average error in the �rst
architecture without vowels is 21.5%, while considering
the vowels, the average error for both architectures is
19.46 and 19.1, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the epochs at the training phase.
As mentioned before in the training section, the train-
ing required to reach a minimum error continues and

Figure 6. Error rate at the training phase.

following about 25 epochs, the network reaches the
target performance. In this research, the data set of
a speaker is used. In order to better evaluate the
performance of the network, as a future task, the input
data set can be increased by using di�erent speakers.
The performance of the network was found to be
much better due to training data, but it intentionally
prevents over�tting due to the limited amount of
training data.

Table 2 describes the results of the proposed
method for di�erent phone placement in the syllable.

Table 2. Error rate per syllables.

Persian
syllable

structures
Error rate for target class (%)

Vowel Consonant

V 17.4 {
VC 17.6 21.3
CV 17.4 22.1

CVC 17.4 20.4
CVCC 17.5 21.1

Average 17.4 21.1

Table 1. Phone error rates.

Consonant
group

PER (Phone Error Rate)%

Phonetics Error
(128 feature map)

Error
(200 feature map)

C1 p,t,k 23.5 22.9
C2 b,d,g 21.85 21.73
C3 m,n,l,r,y 22.03 21.88
C4 s,sh,f 20.78 20.62
C5 z,j,zh,ch,v 20.56 20.44
C6 h,x,e 20.33 19.97

Vowels A,e,o,@,u,i 17.43 17.08
Average { 19.46 19.1
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As mentioned before, Persian language has certain
syllables that are shown in the table. Recognition
of each vowel and consonant in each position should
produce di�erent acoustic information. The network
in the �rst layer of fully connected layers determines
this level of feature to get the best regression for
mapping each phone to a proper syllable and, �nally,
detects them. Detailed information could be seen in
the bellow table. Due to the lack of signi�cant change
in error rates across the two CNN structures, the �rst
architecture was tested for vowels and consonants at
each position in the syllable. Table 2 shows the average
error rate for vowels and consonants.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the CNN network was proposed for phone
recognition in Persian language. An acceptable perfor-
mance compared to standard algorithms was achieved
based on convolutional neural networks. In contrast to
the more equivocal results of synthesizer method and
unsupervised techniques, feature extraction by CNN
helped reach a better acoustic model independent of
speaker by removing prosody information from speech
signal. Two architectures were assessed to reach better
results in the subject. Reducing the feature map
size and convolutional layers helps increase detection
speed, but it reduces the PER (Phone Error Rate).
Persian language consonant groups were discussed for
each error rate and it was found that the average
performance was comparable to the state-of-the-art
model in other languages.
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